“No matter what you shoot there’s nothing like KLEANBORE .22’s”

Get a good, steady hold, son, and remember to squeeze the trigger gently. Your Kleanbore .22 will do the rest. For sure-fire reliability and outstanding performance there’s nothing like these wallowing little bullets. That’s why Kleanbore .22’s are the most popular made. They had to be good to win and maintain that leadership.

“So load up with Kleanbore .22’s next time you go out in the woods and fields or down to the target range. When you hear the sharp whip-crack of the report you’ll know the bullet is streaking straight to its mark.”

Remington

KLEANBORE .22’s COME IN TWO DIFFERENT SPEEDS

KLEANBORE Hi-Speed .22’s Highest Speed, Maximum Power Look for Yellow Band on Box

KLEANBORE New and Improved .22’s Target Speed, Medium Power Look for Red Band on Box

Remember, you don’t have to clean your rifle barrel when you shoot Kleanbore

Remington .22’s have the original non-corrosive, non-erosive Kleanbore priming that keeps the bore of your barrel bright and clean.